COMEXI CLOUD, the jump to industry 4.0
Comexi presents Comexi Cloud, an innovative production control tool that helps improve
plant efficiency. The new application also shows Comexi’s involvement in boosting
technology, which will allow the implementation of smart factories, known as industry 4.0.

The industrial market is currently organized using management tools that are not updated in
production. The processes are rigid, complex and inflexible; with no control of the information
needed to improve production structure.

Furthermore, smart factory development is a challenge. Data management in plants is the
new defiance that the industry will face. The plants will be more efficient if production
processes are registered so that production needs can be adapted, resources efficiently
managed, manufacturing can be flexible, stocks minimized and money saved.

Production analysis

In face ofthis challenge, Comexi presents Comexi Cloud a revolutionary software, which is
the fastest and easiest way to analyse production.

With this new tool, factories can see and understand their data and process the consistent
data to facilitate optimal decision-making. Comexi Cloudimprovesthe security process,
records and analyzes incidents’ time, productive and non-productive meters, controls
execution time and analysetrends in work and production.

Comexi Cloud is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week and tracks the work process in
all the plants every day, at any time, from anywhere thanks to its web environment
management.

About Comexi - http://www.comexi.com

Comexi has extensive experience in manufacturing equipment for the flexible packaging
conversion industry. World leader, git runs five product lines, each specialised in a different

conversion process: flexography printing, offset printing, rotogravure printing, laminating,
slitting and logistic complements.
The company has more than 36,000 sqm. distributed over three production centres in
Riudellots de la Selva (Girona, Spain), Brazil and Italy. Furthermore, its widespread sales
network extends to more than 100 countries, providing an answer to all its client’s needs.

Comexi includes the ManelXifraBoada Technological Centre where the company provides
support and transfers its knowledge to the various groups involved in the flexible printing
industry process.
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